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ABSTRACT

THE IMPORTANCE OF PHONEMIC AWARENESS IN
INITIAL READING ACQUISITION AND HOW YOU
CAN SUPPORT IT IN YOUR FIRST GRADE CLASSROOM:
A HANDBOOK FOR EDUCATORS
By
Jan Pearson Golob
May 2000
The significance of phonemic awareness in initial
reading acquisition was researched.

The research suggests

that those children without phonemic awareness will struggle
with learning to read.

A handbook for educators was created

to compliment existing curriculum.

This handbook contains

songs and activities either extracted from or modeled after
those that had already been field tested in many classrooms.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction
Although spoken language is without seams, beginning
readers must not only find the seams in speech, but then
they must unglue the sounds from one another and learn
which sounds go with which letter (Adams. 1990).

Good

readers are phonemically aware, understand the alphabetic
principle. and apply these skills in a rapid and fluent
manner.
There is considerable evidence (Share, Maclean,
Matthews & Waterman, 1983), that phonemic awareness, the
explicit awareness that speech consists of phonemic units.
is an important prerequisite for a child's learning to
read an alphabetic script. such as English.

However, most

predictor batteries have overlooked this ability.
Phoneme segmentation is just ahead of letter name
recognition on the list of factors that predict success in
reading for first graders (Share, Jorm. MacLean &
Matthews, 1984).

It is higher on the list than the amount

of time parents read to them, whether or not the child
attended preschool or their performance on a Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test.
Phonetically aware children somehow teach these
skills to their peers, which when acquired, facilitate
1
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reading acquisition.

Peer influences can have a powerful

effect on children's learning (Hiebert, 1983) and
specifically on reading achievement (Martin, Veldman, &
Anderson, 1980).

Geller (1983) has argued that children's

play with sound patterns in the form of nursery rhymes,
game rhymes, teases, taunts and tongue twisters make an
important contribution to literacy learning and phonemic
awareness in particular.

Geller suggests that adults

teach the nursery rhymes from one preschool generation to
the next, but children from six to eleven, transmit their
own extensive tradition of the verbal arts.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to develop a handbook
that will assist teachers in developing and enrich
phonemic awareness in primary students.

This handbook

will enhance the existing curriculum and lessons and will
contain a variety of activities and assessments.

Significance of the Project
To the child who realizes that words can be broken
down into syllables and sounds (phonemes), and that these
sounds are part of the speech stream, the alphabetic
script appears to be a reasonable representation of their
language (Tunmer & Nesdale, 1985).

Those who possess less

(
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competence in the areas of letter identification and an
awareness of their speech stream, sometimes called
phonological awareness, may find the reading system
arbitrary and confusing.
Elkonin (1973), emphasizes that experiences with the
vocal aspects of language need to precede their learning
of the alphabetic symbols.

Stanovich (1986),suggests that

if educators fail to train young students in phonemic
awareness, their lack of this skill may initiate a chain
of escalating, negative side effects.
Longitudinal studies show that phonemic awareness can
be developed through explicit training before formal
reading instruction (Lundberg, Frost, & Peterson, 1988).
The effects of training were lasting and easily
transferred to new formats and tasks.
Within her own classroom, the author of this project
found many of her first grade students did not possess
phonemic awareness skills, after administering several
basic phonemic awareness assessments.

It was then decided

that this was an area that could be worked on in the first
grade classroom.

Limitations of the Project
The limitations of this project are as follows:
1) Some teachers are resistant to change.

They may
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not think that these phonemic awareness activities and
assessments are an important link to acquiring reading
skills.
2) The handbook may not be helpful to all teachers.
Some may already be promoting phonemic awareness
with different activities.
3) The handbook contains learning and teaching
strategies and activities that are limited to the
primary grades.
4) The handbook contains activities and assessments
that might not be necessary to use with a child
that has already demonstrated phonemic awareness,
but with a child that is lacking phonemic
awareness.

Definition of Terms
In order to understand better the project, the
following terms are defined:
Phoneme- Minimal units of sound that make a
difference to the meaning (Adams, 1990).
Phoneme Segmentation- Separately isolating all the
sounds of a word in correct order (Elkonin, 1973).
Phoneme Substitution- Responding to a spoken word,
paired with an isolated phoneme, by pronouncing the new
word formed by substituting a new phoneme (Stanovich,
1986).
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Phonemic Awareness- The insight that every spoken
word can be conceived as a string of elementary speech
gestures, the phonemes (Fitzpatrick, 1998).
Phonetic blending-

Responding to a sequence of

isolated speech sounds by recognizing and pronouncing
words that they constitute (Williams, 1980).
Phonetics- The study of the way in which speech
sounds are articulated (Adams, Beeler, Forman & Lundberg,
1998).
Phonics- The system by which symbols represent sounds
in an alphabetic writing system (Adams, 1990).
Phonology- Study of the unconscious rules governing
speech sound production (Adams et al, 1998).

Overview of the Remainder of the Project
Chapter Two will consist of a review of research
summaries and literature relating to the importance of
phonemic awareness in initial reading acquisition.
Chapter Two will also include justification for teaching
phonemic awareness and the different levels of phonemic
awareness that can be taught before formal reading
instruction begins.

Chapter Three will describe the

procedures undertaken by the author to develop the
project.

Chapter Four will consist of an explanation of

the project, including the teacher handbook with
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activities and assessments for a primary grade teacher to
use.

Chapter Five will include the author's summary,

recommendations and conclusions.

CHAPTER 1WO
REVIEW OF

TI-IE

LITERATURE

Introduction
Results of reading studies have consistently· found a
positive correlation between phonemic awareness abilities
and the acquisition of reading (Adams, 1990; Ball &
Blachman, 1991; Blachman, 1991; Juel, 1991; Stanovich,
1986; Wagner, Torgesen & Rashotte,1994).
Although spoken language is seamless, the beginning
reader must detect seams in speech, unglue the sounds from
one another, and learn which sounds go with which letters.
Good readers are phonemically aware. understand the
alphabetic principle. apply these skills in a rapid and
fluent manner. possess strong vocabularies. syntactical
and grammatical skills (Adams. 1990; Share. Jorm. Maclean,
& Matthews.

1983).

They must also relate reading to their

own areas of experiences.

Difficulties in any of these

areas can impede reading development (Share et al., 1983).
Learning to read begins before children enter formal
schooling.

Children who have stimulating literacy

experiences from birth onward have an edge on vocabulary
development. understanding the goals of reading. and
developing an awareness of print and literacy concepts
(Adams. 19 9 O) .
Phonemic awareness will be defined in this review of
literature and the rationale for teaching phonemic
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awareness will be brought out. The importance of phonemic
awareness in alphabetic languages and the structure of
language will be discussed and the levels of phonemic
awareness will be sequenced in order of difficulty. A
brief summary is included.

Rationale for Teaching Phonemic Awareness
Phonemes are the small units of speech that
correspond to letters of an alphabetic writing system.
Phonemic awareness is the knowledge that language is
composed of these small sounds.

Research indicates that

without direct instructional support, 25% of middle-class
first graders and substantially more of those who come
from literacy-poor backgrounds, lack phonemic awareness.
These children also show a serious difficulty in learning
to read and write, according to Adams (1990).
Before children can make any sense of letters and the
alphabetic principle, they must know that the sounds
paired with those letters are the same as the sounds of
speech.

For those who already know how to read and write,

this seems simple.

Yet research shows that spoken

language that is made up of sequences of these little
sounds doesn't come easily to human beings (Bradley

&

Bryant. 1983).
The biggest problem is that people do not attend to
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the sounds of the phonemes as they produce or listen to
speech.

They tend to process the phonemes automatically

while directing their attention to the meaning and force
of the word being spoken. as a whole.

The challenge seems

to be finding a way to get children to notice phonemes, to
discover their existence and that they can be separated.
Fortunately, many of the activities that pre-school age
children enjoy, such as rhyming, rhythm. listening and
sound activities, are suited for this purpose (Geller,
1983).

Importance of Phonemic Awareness in Alphabetic Languages
Preschool-age children's awareness of phonemes- of
the speech sounds that correspond roughly to individual
letters- has been shown to have a predictive power,
statistically accounting or as much as 50% of the variance
in their reading proficiency at the end of first grade
(Blachman, 1991; Juel. 1991; Stanovich. 1986; Wagner et
al., 1994).

When faced with alphabetic script. children's

level of phonemic awareness when entering school is widely
held to be the strongest single determinant of their
success in learning to read (Adams, 1990; Stanovich.
1986).
Pre-school children's level of phonemic awareness
strongly predicts their future success in learning to
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read.

This has been demonstrated not only among English

students (Ball & Blachman. 1991) but among Swedish
(Lundberg. Olofsson. & Wall, 1980); Norwegian (Hoien.
Lundberg. Stanovich & Bjaalid. 1995); Spanish (deManrique

& Gramigma. 1984); French (Alegria. Pignot. & Morais.
1982); Italian (Cossu. Shankweiler. Liberman. Tola. &
Katz. 1988); and Portuguese (Cardoso-Martins. 1995).
School children's ability to attend to manipulate phonemes
strongly correlate with their reading success through the
twelfth grade (Calfee. Lindamood. & Lindamood. 1973).

Low

phonemic awareness distinguishes economically
disadvantaged preschoolers from their more advantaged
peers (Wallach. Wallach. Dozier. & Kaplan. 1977) and
is characteristic of adults with literacy problems in the
United States (Liberman. Rubin. Duques, & Carlisle. 1985)
and Portugal (Morais. Cary. Alegria. & Bertelson. 1979).
Successful readers of alphabetic languages. invariably
have phonemic awareness. where as those who lack phonemic
awareness struggle (Poorman. Francis. Beeler. Winikates. &
Fletcher. 1997; Poorman. Francis. Shaywitz. & Fletcher.
1997; Stanovich. 1986; Turnner & Nesdale. 1985).
We know that many children lack phonemic awareness
and that it is critical to learning to read and write an
alphabetic script. it is important that it has a place
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in instruction.

Research shows that it not only can be

developed through instruction, but it significantly
accelerates children's subsequent reading and writing
achievement (Ball & Blachman, 1991; Blachman, Ball, Black,

& Tangel, 1994; Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Byrne &
Fielding-Barnsley, 1991, 1993. 1995; Castle, Riach. &
Nicholson, 1994: Cunningham, 1990; Lundberg, Frost, &
Peterson, 1988; Wallach & Wallach, 1979; Williams, 1980).

Structure of Language
It is important for classroom teachers to know about
the structure of language, especially phonology, in order
to build phonemic awareness in all children (Adams,
Beeler, Foorman, & Lundburg, 1998).

Phonology is the

study of the unconscious rules governing speech-sound
production.
Phonological rules have biological constraints which
are due to the limitations of human articulatory-motor
production.

For example, humans aren't capable of

producing the high-frequency vocalizations of whales.
Other constraints on our ability to produce speech have to
do with the way our brains perceive and classify the
minimal units of sound that make a difference to meaningthese units are called phonemes (Adams et al., 1998).
The differences between the sounds of two phonemes
can be very subtle:

Compare /b/ with /p/.

These slight
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differences in sound can make a drastic difference in
meaning:

Compare bat with pat.

Because phonemes are the

basi~ building blocks of spoken language. babies listen to
phonemes in their native language from birth.

However.

this sensitivity to the sounds of the phonemes and the
differences that exist between them is not conscious.

It

is deeply embedded in the sub-attentional portion of the
language system (Blachman. 1991).

Acquisition of Phonemic Awareness
Phonemes are also the units of speech that are
represented by the letters of an alphabetic language.
Beginning readers must learn not only how to separate
these sounds from one another. but also to categorize them
in a way that lets them understand how the word is
spelled.

This explicit. reflective knowledge falls under

the rubric of phonemic awareness.

Conscious awareness of

phonemes is different from the built-in sensitivity that
supports speech production and reception.

Unfortunately.

phonemic awareness is not easy to establish (Adams et al ..
1998).
Part of the reason that acquiring phonemic awareness
is difficult is that.

from word to word and speaker to

speaker. the sound of any given phoneme can vary greatly.
These variations in spoken form do not indicate a
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difference in meanings.

For example, in the northern part

of the United States, the pronunciation of grease usually
would rhyme with peace. but in parts of the South, it
would rhyme with sneeze. The pronunciations of the vowels
also vary greatly across dialects, regions and
individuals.

Variations in spoken form sometimes

eliminate phonetic distinctions between phonemes.

For

some people, the words pin and pen are pronounced
differently with their distinct medial sounds
corresponding to their distinct vowels.

For others,

however, these words are phonetically identical, leaving
context as the only clue to the meaning.

Because there

are so many variations in the language, even linguists
find it hard to say just how many phonemes there are in
English; answers range between 44 and 52 (Adams et al.,
1998).

It is important to note that phonemes are not spoken
as separate units.

They are co-articulated; that is, when

we speak, we blend the phonemes together into a syllabic
unit.

For example, when we say park aloud, we do not say

four distinct phonemes:/p/,/a/,/r/,/k/.

Our pronunciation

of the initial consonant is influenced by the medial
vowel, and the medial vowel is influenced by the
consonants before and after it.

We talk about r-

controlled vowels like in the ar in park.

We also speak

of nasalized vowels before nasal consonants, such as in
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the next.

They are sequenced in order of their

complexity.
Listening
Lessons are designed to sharpen the children's
ability to attend selectively to sounds.

It is also to

familiarize the children with the basic terms of the more
difficult language games that will follow.

In the initial

games. they are asked to identify and sequence many
everyday sounds. such as the wind, voices from the
hallway, scissors cutting. and so on.

They move onto

activities that require them to follow oral instructions.
that they must attend carefully to the language (Adams,
1990; Fitzpatrick, 1998).
Rhyming
Rhyme introduces the children to the sounds of words.
Rhyme play directs the children's attention to the
sound-structure of words.

Later in the year. poems can be

used with the children for purposes of exploring print.
It is important to not direct their attention to complex
(e.g., light) or incompatible (e.g .. word-bird) spelling
patterns- as this may confuse their budding sense of how
the alphabet works (Adams, 1990; Bradley & Bryant, 1983).
Words and sentences
Words and sentences are used to develop children's
awareness that language is made up of strings of words.
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Children need to understand that language consists of
sentences of different lengths and that these sentences,
in turn, consist of words that are also of different
lengths.

This is the first step to discovering that oral

language is made up of layers of smaller and smaller
linguistic units (Lie, 1991).
Awareness of syllables
This is important in developing the ability to
analyze words into separate syllables and to develop the
ability to synthesize words from a string of separate
syllables.

Children are led to discover that some words

can be divided into smaller bits, namely syllables
(Cunningham, 1990).
Initial and final sounds
Initial and final sounds show the children that words
contain phonemes and to introduce them to how phonemes
sound and feel when spoke in isolation.

The children are

led to concentrate on the first phoneme in a word and to
discover how it sounds and feels when spoken in isolation;
for instance.

the word nose becomes n-ose.

They learn to

make new words by taking an initial sound away;

for

instance, the word sand becomes and when we take away /s/.
Then they are led to create new words by putting a sound
in front of a word; as an example,
becomes mash.

/m/

in front of ash

After this is established, the children's
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the phonemes easier to learn as they offer names and
visual symbols to anchor their respective identities
(Lundberg et al., 1988).

summary
Research shows growing evidence that phonemic
awareness instruction is possible and can result in
significant gains in subsequent reading and spelling
achievement in alphabetic languages.

It is possible for

teachers of the very young children to provide lessons to
fill phonemic awareness gap.

Some researchers believe

that systematic training in phonemic awareness should be
part of every youngster's education before the onset of
formal reading instruction.
Teachers must be knowledgeable in the structure of
language, especially phonology, so they can consciously
teach the rules governing speech-sound production.
Colleges must make sure that this is included in primary
education preparation courses.
Activities to promote phonemic awareness are fun and
easy to include in pre-school, kindergarten and first
grade classrooms.

Through the use of songs, rhymes,

read-a-loud books and games, phonemic awareness can be
taught to young children in an age-appropriate and fun
manner.
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attention is turned to the final sounds of words (Bradley
& Bryant,

1983).

Phonemes
The children are led to develop the ability to
analyze words into a sequence of separate phonemes and to
develop the ability to synthesize words from a sequence of
separate phonemes.
/rrt/-/e/.

For instance, the word me becomes

To make these concepts as concrete as possible

for the children, it is recommended that they use colored
blocks, cubes, animal counters, chips, or any type of
physical counter to represent the separate sounds of the
words.

The blocks should be arranged from left to right

so that the reading direction is incorporated into the
games from the beginning.

The children are also

encouraged to feel their own mouths while they articulate
so that they will become aware of the differences in their
mouth positions when they pronounce different phonemes.
They can also be encouraged to look at the teacher's mouth
or each other's mouths while articulating phonemes (Adams,
1990).
Introducing letters and spellings
This is the time to introduce the relation of letters
to speech sounds.

Once children are able to divide words

into single-speech sounds, they are ready to learn how to
map the sounds into letters.

Letters can actually make

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES
The author became interested in this project when she
was in her first year of teaching first grade in the
Granger, Washington School district.

The focus in first

grade is on reading, with expectations that all children
will be readers at the end of the school year.

The

teaching manual of the reading series that the district
had adopted was followed religiously, but some of the
students just weren't demonstrating any reading skills.
The author was anxiously trying to find the missing link.
In the spring of 1999, the local Educational Service
District offered a course entitled "Reading in the Early
Years."

Several teachers from Granger thought that this

sounded interesting and signed up.

Maybe there would be

some insight that would get all of the students on their
way to becoming successful readers.
The very first class spent a lot of time on the
importance of phonemic awareness.

Learning to learn and

to read begins before children actually enter formal
schooling.

Children who have stimulating literacy

experiences from birth onward have an edge on vocabulary
development, understanding the goals of reading, and
developing an awareness of print and literacy concepts.
19
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The children who are at most risk of reading failure
enter kindergarten and elementary grades without these
experiences.

Frequently, many poor readers have not

consistently engaged in the language play that develops an
awareness of sound structure and language patterns.

In

short, children raised in poverty, those with limited
proficiency of English,

those whose parents' reading

levels and practices are low, and those with speech,
language and hearing handicaps are at increased risk of
reading failure.
The author was intrigued, because many of the
children in the school district where she worked,

fit

under more than one of the categories for at-risk readers.
Maybe this was an area that should be looked at much
closer.
She then had an opportunity to attend the
International Reading Association's International
Convention that was held in San Diego, California in May
of 1999.

Once again, phonemic awareness was discussed as

having a huge impact on the beginning reader.

Phoneme

segmentation was just ahead of letter name recognition on
the list of factors that predict success in reading for
first graders.
The author was convinced that this was an area that
she wanted to research much deeper.

She then decided to

develop a handbook that could be helpful to other primary
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grade teachers who are teaching reading.

She has listed

five levels of phonemic awareness that can be taught
before formal reading instruction begins.

Each level is

designed to develop a certain dimension of linguistic
awareness and each is designed to lay groundwork for the
next.

They are sequenced in order of their complexity.

The author has also included several phonological
awareness assessments, for those who would like to test
their students' level of phonological awareness, but are
unsure where to start.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE PROJECT
The purpose of this project was to develop a handbook
which would enable teachers to incorporate phonemic
§.Wareness activities into their existing curriculum.

The

handbook was designed to be used by special and general
education teachers.

It features activities, strategies

and assessments that target phonemic awareness.

The

target population is kindergarten through first grade
learners: however, these activities could be adapted for
other age groups.
Each level is designed to develop a certain dimension
of linguistic awareness and each is designed to lay
groundwork for the next.

They are sequenced in order of

their complexity.
1.

Rhyming
a.

Hearing and identifying similar word
patterns.
(sound matching)

b.

Listening for and detecting spoken syllables.
(syllable counting)

2.

Parts of a word
a.

Identifying onsets and rhymes.
(syllable splitting)

b.

Blending individual sounds to form a word.
(phonetic blending)
22
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3.

Sequence of sounds
a.

Identifying beginning, middle, and ending
sounds.
(phoneme isolation)

4.

Separation of sounds
a.

Counting the number of phonemes in a word.
(phoneme counting)

b.

Identifying individual sounds within a word.
(phoneme segmentation)

5.

Manipulation of sounds
a.

Substituting beginning, middle, and ending
sounds of a word.
(phoneme substitution)

b.

Omitting beginning, middle, and ending sounds
of a word.
(phoneme deletion)

In addition a section on supplemental materials and
phonemic awareness assessments is included in the
handbook.
Appendix.

A copy of the handbook can be found in the

(
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

summary
After gathering background information for this
project, the author found substantial data to support the
importance of phonemic awareness in initial reading
acquisition.

Literature relating to the history of phonemic

awareness as well as justification for teaching these skills
in the classroom was found.
The author then created a Review of Related Literature,
which not only helped substantiate the usefulness of
teaching phonemic awareness, but also included a
justification for teaching these skills as early as possible
in the primary grades.

The author found research literature

and summaries related to phonemic awareness in sources such
as professional journals, books, conferences and through
classes taken at Central Washington University.
Once data were collected and analyzed, the author then
used the information to create the resulting handbook.

The

handbook includes phonemic awareness information,
activities, strategies and assessments that educators can
use to enhance student learning and compliment existing
curriculum.

24
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Conclusions
Many of our current beliefs about initial reading
acquisition seem to assume that the student already has
acquired phonemic awareness before starting formal
schooling.

Some students may come to school already

possessing phonemic awareness, but a large number of
children need to be taught these skills.

Research indicates

that a lack of phonemic awareness is an important factor
indicating whether a child will struggle with reading
acquisition.
Our world is changing and methods of education need to
keep pace with the changes.

National attention has been

focusing on reading skills recently and how we can improve
student performance.

Legislators as well as educators are

constantly searching for methods to improve the educational
system and student performance.
It is our duty as educators to make sure that we do
everything possible to help our students reach their maximum
potential.

We need to focus on rich learning experiences

that support and encourage the development of phonemic
awareness.

Our teaching methods should enable students to

develop phonemic awareness or expand on it if they came to
school with these skills.
By creating a handbook for educators that encompass the
areas of phonemic awareness. activities and assessments, the
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author hopes teachers will use this tool to enhance their
student's initial reading acquisition.

E.~.omm~ations
The author recommends that this handbook be used by
teachers to compliment their existing curriculum to
encourage more efficient methods of initial reading
acquisition.

Not all activities and strategies may work for

all teachers. therefore it might be helpful to modify the
materials and strategies in the handbook to meet the
individual student and/or teacher needs. as the handbook
user deems necessary.
Although this handbook was created for use with primary
age students. the author encourages the modification of
strategies and activities in this handbook to accommodate
learners of various age groups. who do not have phonemic
awareness.

She believes that it would be beneficial to

students of all ages to be able to participate in the
learning experiences that will assist them in obtaining
phonemic awareness.
The author has had the opportunity to use some of these
strategies and activities in her first grade classroom.

The

students responded well to the songs and games and she found
it to be an effective method of teaching.

Students seemed

to learn in a fun manner and the students who were
struggling with some of the phonemic awareness concepts were
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the words and, went and gym.

Since these vowels are

assimilated into the following consonant in speech, most
children have special trouble representing them as
distinct phonemes in reading and spelling, such that,

for

example, went might be read or spelled as w-e-t (Ball &
Blachman, 1991).
Co-articulation affects consonants as well as vowels.
Look at /t/ and /d/.

Now say the words write and ride.

The /t/ and /d/ sound distinct in these two words.
say writer and rider.

Now

Now the medial /t/ and /d/ phonemes

are reduced to a common phoneme (called a tongue flap).
It is not surprising that children are apt to spell writer
as r-i-d-e-r.

The /t/ and /d/ are affected by /r/ in

consonant blends.

Pronounce the following word pairs:

tuck-truck; task-trash; dunk-drunk; dagger-dragon.
Children notice the change in /t/ and /d/ when followed by
/r/ and they represent this phonetic detail with spellings
of c-h-r-a-n for train and j-r-a-g-n for dragon (Ball &
Blachman. 1991).

Levels of Phonemic Awareness
In summarizing prereading skills. Adams (1990) listed
eight levels of phonemic awareness that can be taught
before formal reading instruction begins.

Each level is

designed to develop a certain dimension of linguistic
awareness, and each is designed to lay the groundwork for
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not singled out.

The assessment tools proved to take a lot

of time, but the paraprofessional in the classroom proved to
be an invaluable asset in this area.

She was able to test

while the other students were continuing their regular
academic routines.
The author found the songs and learning games to be a
successful motivating agent.

The students thought of these

games more as a reward for getting their other work done,
rather than another learning experience.

The children who

already possessed these skills didn't seem to mind reviewing
the skills. in fact their self esteems got a boost because
they often had the opportunity to help other classmates.
Group activities and exercises can lead to classroom
management and behavior problems if not well planned and
properly organized.

The author recognizes that not all

teachers and/or students are comfortable with this type of
active learning situation. so attention should be focused on
careful organization of the learning environment.

The

individual needs of both the teacher and students must be
taken into account.
The author will use the information collected for this
project in her classroom to create fun learning experiences
that promote phonemic awareness.

The author plans on

sharing this information with her first grade team and will
encourange other primary educators to try some of the
phonemic awareness activities in the handbook.
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The author plans to continue to search for new information
and research which she will add to the handbook.
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TH£ IMPORTANCE OF PHONEMIC AWARENESS
IN INITIAL READING ACQUISITION
AND HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT JT JN
YOUR FIRST GRAD£ CLASSROOM:

A HANDBOOK
FOR EDUCATORS

What Is Phonemic Awareness?
Phonemic awareness is the ability to recognize and
manipulate individual sound units (phonemes) in
spoken language: to examine language independent of
meaning, to see relationships between sounds In
words, and to be able to rearrange those sounds to
create new words. For example, the word thick is
made up of three phonemes (/th/ /i/ /k/1; it can be
changed to the word sick by replacing the / th/ with

Isl.
RHYMING- The ability to identify and form rhyming
words. Example: Do these words rhyme?
fun-fat
no
pig-big
YES
fEar-yEar
YES
bEd-bEad
no
SOUND MATCHING- The ability to hear and identify
similar word patterns. Example: Which word does
not belong to the group?
sit, sun, tub, sip
tub
pat, bat, hat hop
hop
SEE, bEE, /Eap, fEE
/Eap
• When letters appear between slash marks (such as
/k/), the sound rather than the letter is represented.

l

2

SYLLABLE COUNTING- The ability to identify the
number of syllables in spoken words. Example: How
many syllables do you hear in these words?
ticket
2
dog
I
bicyc!E
3
papEr
2
SYLLABLE SPLITTING- The ability to identify
onsets and rimes.· Example: What word do you
have when you join these sounds together?
j-ump
jump
f-an
fan
rh-ymE
rhymE
str-EEt
strEEf
PHONEME BLENDING- The ability to orally blend
indMdual sounds to form a word. Example: What
word do you have when you join these sounds
together?
map
/m//a//p/
pack
/p//a//k/
chEap
/ch/ /EE/ /p/
/b/ /r/ /a/ /k/ brakE
PHONEME ISOLATION- The ability to identify the
beginning, middle, and ending sounds in a word.
Examples: What·s the beginning sound in tot:? /ti
What· s the middle sound in pig?
Iii
What· s the ending sound in cane? / nl

3

'An onset is all the sounds in a word that come
before the first vowel. A rime is the first vowel in a
word and all the sounds that follow.

PHONEME COUNTING- The ability to count the
number of phonemes in a word. Example: How many
sounds do you hear in these words?
in
i:!
bakE
3
paint
4
bEnf
4
PHONEME SEGMENTATION- The ability to break
apart a word into individual sounds. Example: Which
sound do you hear in these words?
bud

/b/ /u/ /d/

play

/p/ /// /a/

trikE

/t/ /r/ /i/ /k/

PHONEME ADDITION- The ability to add a
beginning. middle. or ending sound to a word.
Examples: What word would you get if you add / bl
to the beginning of !End? b/End
What word would you get if you add / rl to the
middle of bEd? brEad
What word would you get if you add / s/ to the end
of how? housE

/

4

PHONEME DELETION- The ability to omit the
beginning, middle, or ending sound from a word.
Examples: What word would you have if you took
out the I bl in brak~ rakE
What word would you have if you took out the I II in
play? pay
What word would you have if you took out the I bl
in bEa@ Eat
PHONEME SUBSTITUTION- The ability to
substitute a new sound for the beginning, middle, or
ending sound of a word. Examples:
What word would you get if you changed the I wl in
wall to a I ti? tall
What word would you get if you changed the I ol in
hot to an I al? hat
What word would you gEt if you changEd fhE /t/ in
mat to a /d/? mad

-

- - - RHY-111M
AND RHYME
•sound matching
•syllable counting
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SOUND MATCHING

~
SHAK£ HANDS
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "LOOBY LOO")

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 8££N ADAPTED fROM TH£ FALL
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CAll£UA-JON£S AND K. JORDANO.

7

SOVND MATCHJNG

RHYMING PICTVR£ SORT

THIS ACTIVITY IS TAJC£N fROM PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SSPLAYING WITH SOUNDS TO STRENGTHEN 8£GINNING
R£AD1NG SKILLS BY JO FITZPATRICK.

8

SOUND MATCHING

SILLY WILLY SONG

<SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "SKIP TO MY 100") ~

THIS ACTIVITY IS fROM PHONEMIC AWARENESSPLAYING WITH SOUNDS TO STRENGTHEN BEGINNING
READING SKILLS SY JO flTZPATRICk.

9

RHYMING

CAN YOU MAK£ A NlJM8£R RHYM£?
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "OSCAR MAY£R Wl£N£R")

THIS ACTIVITY IS FROM TH£ FALL PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CA1L£11A-JON£S AND k. JORDANO.

_,-_,

""fl

10

RHYMING

MY FAVORITE COLORS
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "SIX LITTLE DUCKS")

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 8££N A0APT£D FROM TH£ FALL
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYM£S SY T.
CAL1£LLA-JON£S AND k. JORDANO.

11

RHYMING

COLORED L£AV£S
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ OF "SIX LJTI'L£ DUCKS")

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 8££N ADAPT£D FROM TH£ FALL
PHON£MIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CALL£LLA-J0N£S AND k. JORDANO.

12

RHYMING

ROLL A RHYM£

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 13££N ADAPTED FROM TH£ fALL
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CA11£1LA-J0N£S AND k. JORDANO.

13

~

SOUND MATCHING

FRIENDS SOUND MARCH

~

<SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "TH£ ANTS GO MARCHING")

THIS ACTIVITY HAS S££N ADAPTED FROM TH£ FALL
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYM£S SY T.
CA1l£LlA-J0N£S AND k. JORDANO.

14

SOUND MATCHING

DID YOU £V£R?
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ "DID YOU £V£R S£E A LASSIE?.)

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 13E£N ADAPTED fROM PHONEMIC
AWARENESS-PLAYING WITH SOUNDS TO STRENGTHEN
SEGINNI NG READING SKILLS SY JO flTZPATRICk.

15

RHYMING

J£LLY 8£ANS
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "T£N LITTLE INDIANS")

THIS ACTIVITY HAS B££N ADAPTED fROM TH£ SPRING
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.

CAL1£LLA-JON£S AND K. JORt>AN

17

~

RHYMING

COLORING £GGS

~

(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "SIX LITTLE DUCKS")

THIS ACTIVITY HAS B££N ADAPTED fROM TH£ SPRING
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CA11£11.A-JON£S AND k. JORDANO.

18

RHYMING

B£ACH RID1>L£S
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "TH£ WH££1S ON TH£ 13US")

THIS ACTMTY IS fROM TH£ SPRING PHON£MIC
AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYM£S BY T. CALL£LLAJ0N£S AND k. JORDANO.

19

RHYMING

RHYM£ IT1

THIS ACTIVITY IS FROM TH£ SPRING PHONEMIC
AWARENESS SONGS AND RHYM£S SY T. CA11£11AJONES AND K. JORDAN

20

PARTS OF
AWORP
•syllable splitting
*phoneme blending

(hpa1x•1'

27

--

SEQUENCE OF

-

SOUNDS
*phoneme isolation

( hf>ljJ<'I'

28

PHON£M£ ISOLATION

WHAT DO YOU H£AR?
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ "TH£ WH££1S ON TH£ BUS")

(

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 8££N ADAPTED FROM PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS-PLAYJNG WITH SOUNDS TO STR£NGTH£N
BEGINNING READING SKILLS BY JO FITZPATRICK.

29

PHON£M£ ISOLATION

THR££ IN A ROW

THIS ACTIVITY HAS B££N ADAPTED FROM PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS-PLAYING WITH SOUNDS TO STR£NGTH£N
BEGINNING READING SkJLLS BY JO FITZPATRICK.

30

PHON£M£ ISOLATION

H£R£ COM£ TH£ BUGS!
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ OF "MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMBU)

THIS ACTIVITY IS FROM TH£ SPRING PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T. CALL£LLA
ION£S AND k. JORDANO.

~

31

PHON£M£ ISOLATION

CATCH TH£ SOUND

THIS ACTIVITY IS FROM PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SSPLAYING WITH SOUNDS TO STR£NGTH£N BEGINNING
READING SkJLLS BY JO FITZPATRICK.

32

SOUND MATCHING
PHON£M£ ISOLATION

FARM ANIMAL LOTTO

C

THIS ACTIVITY HAS B££N ADAPTED FROM TH£ SPRING
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CA11£LLA-JON£S AND K. JORDANO.

33

RHYMING
PHON£M£ ISOLATION

I HAY£ A N£W fRl£ND
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "SKIP TO MY LOV"l

THIS ACTIVITY HAS B££N ADAPTED FROM TH£ FALL
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYM£S BY T.
CALL£LLA-JON£S AND k. JORDANO.

34

SEPARATION
_ _ _ _QE SOUNDS _

*phoneme counting
• phoneme segmentation

(<'OjJaJX'f
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PHONEME SEGMENTATION
PHONEME COUNTING
PHONEME BLENDING

£AT YOUR WORDS

THIS ACTMTY HAS 8££N ADAPTED J=ROM PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS-P1AYING WITH SOUNDS TO STR£NGTH£N
BEGINNING READING SKILLS BY 10 flTZPATRICk.

36

PHONEME SEGMENTATION
PHONEME COUNTING

PUT IT TOGETHER, TAJ<£ IT APART

THIS ACTMTY IS FROM PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SSP1AYJNG WITH SOUNDS TO STRENGTHEN BEGINNING
READING SKILLS BY JO FITZPATRICK.

37

SOUND MATCHING
PHON£M£ ADDITION

GU£SS MY ANIMAL
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "TH£ MUfflN MAN")

THIS ACTIVITY IS fROM TH£ SPRING PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CA1L£LLA-JON£S AND k. JORDANO.

38

PHON£M£ BLENDING
PHON£M£ S£GM£NTATION

PIG P£N

THIS ACTIVITY IS FROM TH£ SPRING PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T. CA11£11AJON£S AND k. JORDANO.

39

PHON£M£ COUNTING
PHON£M£ S£GM£NTATION

TAP TO TH£ SOUNDS

THIS ACTIVITY IS fROM PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SSP1AYJNG WITH SOUNDS TO STRENGTHEN BEGINNING
READING SJ<JllS BY JO flTZPATRICk.

40

PHON£M£ S£GM£NTATION
PHON£M£ B1£ND1NG

£Cff0£S

THIS ACTMTY IS FROM PHONEMIC AWARENESSPLAYING WITH SOUNDS TO STRENGTHEN BEGINNING
READING SkJllS BY JO FITZPATRICK.

41

MANIPULATION
OFSOUNDS
~honeme substitution
*phoneme deletion

42

PHON£M£ SUBSTITUTION

MR. SNOWMAN
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "THIS OLD MAN")

THIS ACTIVITY IS FROM TH£ WINTER PHONEMIC
AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T. CALL£LLAJON£S AND k. JORDANO.

43

PHON£M£ SUBSTITUTION

~
SINGING SILLY NAM£S
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "If YOU'R£ HAPPY AND YOIJ
KNOW IT")

THIS ACTIVITY HAS B££N ADAPT£D FROM TH£ f ALL
PHONEMIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYM£S BY T.
CA.L1£1A-JON£S AND K. JORDANO.

45

PHON£M£ ADDITION
PHON£M£ SUBSTITUTION

APP1£S
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "ON TOP Of OLD SMOK£Y")

THIS ACTIVITY IS FROM TH£ f ALL PHONEMIC
AWARENESS SONGS AND RHYMES SY T.
CAL1£LLA-JON£S AND K. JORDANO.

46

PHON£M£ SUBSTITUTION

GOOD MORNING CLASS
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "GOOD NIGHT LAD1£Su)

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 8E£N ADAPTED fROM TH£ fALL
PHONEMIC AWARENESS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CALL£LLA-JON£S AND k. JORDANO.

~

RHYMING
PHONEME ISOLATION
PHONEME SIJBSTITUTION

BIG R£D BARN
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "WH£R£, OH, WH£R£ HAS MY._
11TT1£ DOG GON£?)

THIS ACTIVITY HAS 8££N ADAPTED FROM TH£ SPRING
PHONEMIC AWARENESS SONGS AND RHYMES BY T.
CAll£LLA-J0N£S AND K. JORDANO.

48

PHON£M£ SUBSTITUTION

FUNNY FA11 ANIMALS
(SING TO TH£ TUN£ Of "ZIP-A-D££-DOO-DAH"l

THIS ACTIVITY HAS B££N ADAPT£D FROM TH£ FALL
PHON£MIC AWAR£N£SS SONGS AND RHYM£S BY T.
CA11£LLA-JON£S AND K. JORDANO.

Supplemental
Materials

·
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Two-Phoneme Picture Cards
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Three-Phoneme Picture Cards
bike, pin, leaf, fish, nail, hose
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Three-Phoneme Picture Cards
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Four-Phoneme Picture Cards
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·Four-Phoneme Picture Cards
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Five-Phoneme Picture Cards
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Farm Animals
C
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Animals
C
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Awareness
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Detecting Rhymes: Teacher Demonstration Page
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Detecting Rhymes: Student Testing Form
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COUNTING SYLLABLES
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Counting Syllables: Student Testing Form
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Matching Initial Sounds: Student Testing Form
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COUNTING PHONEMES
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Counting Phonemes: Student Testing Form
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REPRESENTING PHONEMES WITH LETTERS
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Representing Phonemes with Letters: Teacher Demonstration Page
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Representing Phonemes with Letters: Student Testing Form
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